
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVENTS 
calendar 

BOOKISH PLAZA @  

UPCOMING EVENTS 

28 NOVEMBER 2015 

Lecture Windward Islands 

Literary Reading  

Theater Vaillant, Den Haag 

 

 

 

OTHER EVENTS 

31 OCTOBER 2015 

‘Maand van de Geschiedenis’: 

interneringskampen op Bonaire 

en Curaçao tijdens de 2e WO  

1.00 – 3.00 pm / open 12.30 pm 

Nos Aqua Marino, Van 

Damstraat 2a, Den Haag 

7 NOVEMBER 2015 

Booklaunch ‘Dromen van 

Holland’ – Irma Grovell  

Muziekcentrum Schering en 

Inslag, Laren  

7 NOVEMBER 2015 

DC PEARLS Art & 

Literature 

Rotterdam 

15 NOVEMBER 2015 

Buku Bana bij Conserve  

TV studio van Tante Es 

Rotterdam 

1 DECEMBER 2015 

Bijlmer Boekt 

08.00 pm  

Bijlmerparktheater 

Amsterdam Zuidoost 

 

BOOKISH PLAZA   ‘a  good read @ a great price’ 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

info@bookishplaza.com 
www.bookishplaza.com 

www.facebook.com/BookIshPlaza 

https://twitter.com/BookIshPlaza 

 

WELCOME TO THE BOOKISH PLAZA eZINE 
Caribbean writing is for sure on the 

rise,  with the boost by Marlon 

James’ wining of the 2015 Man 

Booker Prize for Literature. 

Our itinerary is again full of upcoming 

literary events. Catch BookIsh Plaza 

in The Hague on November 28th with 

Windward Islands literature.  

New Arrivals books & Soon for Sale 

has a new book on Aruba. Be sure to 

take  a look at our website for the 

latest Caribbean books.  

 

We wish you a fine reading 

experience. Share our ezine if you 

LIKE! 

The BookIsh Plaza Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Autumn, a good time to catch up on 

your reading. We have again new 

arrivals on the Caribbean front of 

books.  

 

And a book launch coming up with 

the new production by Aruban 

writer Irma Grovell. Her second 

novel, Dromen van Holland, 

already.   

 

  Aruban Writer Launches Her Latest Work 
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LITERARY NEWS 

  

Jamaican Poet Shortlisted for the  

TS Eliot Poetry Prize 
 

 

A week after Marlon James became the first Jamaican to win the 

Booker, the Jamaican-born poet Claudia Rankine has been 

shortlisted for the TS Eliot prize for poetry. Rankine, whose 

collection of prose poems examining everyday racism, Citizen, has 

already won the Forward prize in the UK along with the NBCC 

award in the US. “Jamaica has become the poetry – the literary – 

capital of the world at the moment,” said poet and chair of judges 

Pascale Petit.  
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Looking beyond the immortelle 

trees and towards another kind of 

landscape – a literary landscape – 

the poet Wayne Brown once tried 

to make sense of the island he 

had moved from and the island 

he had moved to. 

A Trinidadian by birth, he had 

recently moved to Jamaica to 

teach creative writing. He started 

a literary supplement and 

established a literary prize, but 

there was a strange concern. It 

worried him, the tendency for 

Jamaican writers to excel in 

poetry but not in fiction. He very 

much wanted to see a great 

Jamaican novel, but wasn’t sure 

his students even had it in them. 

The great novelists of the 

Caribbean (or at the least the  

ones who have managed to 

extend their audiences 

beyond the region) have often 

come from Trinidad. These  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Marlon James’ Man Booker Prize Heralds a New Caribbean Era   

BOOKISH PLAZA 
Promote your culture through books 

 

 

 

a statue in Jamaica,” he said, “the 

next day everyone pass that 

statue in silence. With a kinda 

solemnity about it. Because, you 

know, it’s a serious thing. That’s 

how I find you Jamaicans. You 

take things so goddamn serious. 

But if you put that same statue up 

in Trinidad, the next morning 

people deface it. Or they throw 

garbage at it. That’s how we are. 

You can’t put anything up on a 

pedestal in Trinidad.” 

Brown meant to highlight what he 

understood as an inclination 

among Jamaicans (and by 

extension Jamaican writers) 

towards the sacred, and an 

inclination among Trinidadians 

towards satire. He felt that this 

sacred temperament lent itself to 

incantatory rhythms, soaring 

rhetoric, and a sense of urgency – 

things that work well for poetry 

but that can make a novel 

unrelenting and unreadable. The 

satiric temperament however lent 

itself towards story, complicated 

characters, cleverly  

woven plots – the things  of   

fiction. 

But Wayne’s move to Jamaica 

signalled something else – a time 

when creative writing became an 

authentic discipline and 

something worth pursuing. At 

different times, Marlon James and  

 

 

BookIsh Publishers  
BookIsh Publishers is a small 

publishing house for Caribbean 

authors living in the Netherlands. 

Check out our Guidelines for 

Manuscripts! 

 
 

BookIsh Plaza sells fiction and non-fiction books online. We are 

specialized in (Caribbean) literature and poetry, but we also have books 

on history, politics, sociology and children’s books among others.  

BookIsh Plaza also has a collection of second hand books from novels 

to non-fiction and social sciences books. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Praatjes voor de West 

B. Jos de Roo 

Praatjes voor de West was part of 

the radio broadcast of the 

Wereldomroep world service to the 

West Indies (Suriname and the 

Antilles) in the period 1947-1958. 

The Dutch broadcasts consisted of a 

general Dutch program of two hours 

more or less and a West Indian 

section from 15 to 30 minutes. Parts 

of this section the Wereldomroep 

invited Antillean and Surinamese 

authors to write stories and to read 

them. Through this initiative, young, 

talented and then unknown writers 

could put their first steps in their 

writing career. 

Non-fiction                        € 24,50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

expressions of divergent 

sexualities. 

And neither does James allow 

much time for humour - or at 

least the gentle mocking of 

human foibles that once 

characterised Caribbean fiction. 

James’s characters are deeply 

flawed, deeply human – 

sometimes as deeply unlikable 

as they are compelling. 

In his own way, Wayne Brown 

helped to seed this new period 

of Jamaican and indeed 

Caribbean literature – a new 

generation of writers who had 

all the resources of creolised 

Englishes and the uncanny 

stories that they witnessed first-

hand growing up on the islands 

but who would also gain other, 

technical, resources from taking 

creative writing courses across 

the world and forming a 

community with other writers. 

This new generation of 

Caribbean writers seems to have 

the resources to navigate 

themselves – ourselves – away 

from easy and suspicious 

binaries of “the sacred” and 

“satire”. We are beginning to 

forge a wholly new literature, 

the beginnings of which you are 

only just seeing.  

by Kei Miller, Jamaican poet, 

fiction writer, essayist and 

blogger.                                      

Source: The Guardian, 14-10-2015 

 
 

Kruispunt 

Joseph Hart  

 

In this psychological thriller the 

author describes two young 

people with totally different 

backgrounds who go to 

Netherlands; the one for further 

study and the other because in 

Curaçao it’s becoming to risky for 

him to stay. While Giovanni 

immerce himself in student life , 

Frensel has massive adjustment 

problems, because of his 

inferiority feeling. He ends up in 

the drug trade and in the long run 

under the spell of 'Macho Nato', 

the Curaçao politician who hates 

the Dutch. 

Fiction                          € 19,50 

BOOKISH PLAZA eZINE nr. 27, March 2014 

ONDERNEMINGSRAAD 2012 
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What is BookIsh Plaza! 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

a good read at a great price  

FREE eZine! Send e-mail to info@bookishplaza.com 

 

 

BookIsh Publishers and BookIsh Plaza are part of the BookIsh Group. 
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Marlon James receives the 2015 Man Booker                
- Getty Images 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

include the likes of VS 

Naipaul, who won the Booker 

prize in 1971 (the year after 

last night’swinner,Marlon 

James, was born). And one 

imagines that if the Booker 

had been around back in the 

1950s, Samuel Selvon’s Lonely 

Londoners might have been 

in with a shot. Trinidadians 

such as Earl Lovelace, 

Monique Roffey and Robert 
Antoni continue to write 

excellent fiction. But 

Jamaica’s best iterary output 

has tended to be poetry –  

from the mastery of Lorna 

Goodison, to the urgent dub 

of Linton Kwesi Johnson, 
to my own award of the 
Forward prize last year, and 

Claudia Rankine’s prize this 

year. Brown had his own 

cryptic explanation of the 
phenomenon. “If you put up  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I attended the same high 

school, the same university, 

both of us went into advertising 

and both gave it up (at the 

same time) to pursue a creative 

writing degree abroad. 

Jamaican writers were taking all 

the muck and magic of their 

lives and submitting it to the 

rigours of postgraduate study. A 

new literature was dawning. 

Brown succumbed to cancer in 

2009. I am not sure what would 

he have made of A BRIEF 

HISTORY of SEVEN KILLINGS – a 

great Jamaican novel and the 

first Man Booker prizewinner 

from the island. Perhaps he 

would have been the first to 

admit that in painting with a 

broad brush, he missed the 

profound individuality of talent. 

Marlon James’s 

accomplishment is that he 

tends neither towards the 

sacred nor satire, and yet 

harnesses the best qualities of 

both. In his Jamaica, there is no 

statue worth his silence, no 

gods worth bowing to. His 

inclination is not to lead us 

towards any kind of light but to 

adjust our eyes to darkness, to 

brutality that stretches from 

slavery into the present, that 

includes obeah and extreme 
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